RAPID

CRYSTAL RESET

25 March - 7 July 2019

Half the Time, Twice the Pay*
*Catchy, right? Just to be clear, it's slightly more than half the time. Normal Crystal bonus time frames are 60, 120, and 180 days. The Rapid
Crystal Reset time frames are 35, 70, and 105 days. The good news for you is that each deadline aligns with the end of a commission week,
so they are easy to remember!
Race through the ranks in half the time at double the pay with this Rapid Crystal Reset!
This Rapid Crystal Reset is your chance to achieve all the prestige of those Crystal milestones and cash in on DOUBLE Crystal bonuses!
If you are a new or existing Associate in the UK, Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium and Spain, you have an opportunity to earn a Crystal
rank and double Crystal bonuses through this reset, regardless of when you initially joined Isagenix or became an Associate.
Earn up to an additional £2,960/€3,250 in bonuses by racing to Crystal Executive!

Here’s how it works if your recognition
rank on 25 March 2019 was:

Associate OR Consultant
Manager OR Crystal Manager
Director OR Crystal Director

DEADLINES & BONUSES
CRYSTAL MANAGER
28 April 2019

Here’s how it works if your recognition
rank on 25 March 2019 was:

Executive OR
Crystal Executive

£185/€203 NOW
£185/€203 LATER
REACH

=£370/€406

the next recognition rank by the Crystal
Reset deadline by creating new Consultants,
reactivating former Consultants and helping
new members join and reach Consultant.

RECOGNITION
RANK AS OF
25 MARCH 2019
Associate or
Consultant

ELIGIBLE FOR...

Crystal Manager
Crystal Director
Crystal Executive

Manager or
Crystal Manager

Crystal Director
Crystal Executive

Director or Crystal
Director

Crystal Executive

CRYSTAL DIRECTOR
2 June 2019
£555/€609 NOW
£555/€609 LATER
=£1,110/€1,218
CRYSTAL EXECUTIVE
7 July 2019
£740/€813 NOW
£740/€813 LATER
=£1,480/€1,626

TOTAL
£2,960/€3,250

United Kingdom / Ireland / The Netherlands / Belgium / Spain

BUILD
your business with new Consultants and
you can earn the Crystal Manager, Crystal
Director, and Crystal Executive bonuses
again. Help new members join and reach
Consultant or help existing members with
a recognition rank of Associate reach
Consultant for the first time, and earn.
Plus, you can put these new Consultants
on either leg. There is no need to have five
on the right and five on the left for this
Crystal Reset.
RECOGNITION
RANK AS OF
25 MARCH 2019
Executive or
Crystal Executive

ELIGIBLE FOR...

Crystal Manager
Crystal Director
Crystal Executive

EXAMPLES
ASSOCIATE
Suppose that on 25 March 2019, your Recognition Rank was Associate, and you did not have any personally-enrolled members at PaidAs Consultant. To achieve Crystal Manager, you would need to have at least two Paid-As Consultants at the same time (for one full day
or more) before 28 April 2019. If you help two personally enrolled team members reach Paid-As Consultant, you would earn a £185/€203
bonus, a recognition pin and certificate. PLUS, if you remain an active Associate in good standing through 22 July, you could receive an
additional £185/€203. And, of course, along the way to reaching Manager you’ll reach Consultant and earn the standard £37/€40 bonus.

CONSULTANT
Suppose that on 25 March 2019, your Recognition Rank was Consultant, and you had one personally enrolled Paid-As Consultant.
To achieve Crystal Manager, you would need to have at least two Paid-As Consultants at the same time (for one full day or more)
before 28 April 2019. If your existing Paid-As Consultant maintains or improves his or her Paid-As status, and you helped another
personally enrolled team member reach Paid-As Consultant, you would earn a £185/€203 bonus, a recognition pin and certificate.
PLUS, if you remain an active Associate in good standing through 22 July, you could receive an additional a £185/€203.

MANAGER/ CRYSTAL MANAGER
Suppose that on 25 March 2019, your Recognition Rank was Manager, and you had five personally enrolled Paid-As Consultants.
To achieve Crystal Director, you would need to have at least six Paid-As Consultants at the same time (for one full day or more) before
2 June 2019. If your existing Paid-As Consultants maintain or improve their Paid-As status, and you helped another personally enrolled
team member reach Paid-As Consultant, you would earn a £555/€609 bonus, a recognition pin and certificate. PLUS, if you remain an
active Associate in good standing through 22 July, you could receive an additional £555/€609.

DIRECTOR/CRYSTAL DIRECTOR
Suppose that on 25 March 2019, your Recognition Rank was Director, and you had 8 personally enrolled Paid-As Consultant (four on the
left and four on the right). To achieve Crystal Executive, you would need to have at least ten Paid-As Consultants at the same time (five
on the left and five on the right, for one full day or more) before 7 July 2019. If your existing Paid-As Consultants maintain or improve their
Paid-As status, and you helped two additional personally enrolled team members reach Paid-As Consultant, you would earn a £740/€813,
a recognition pin, and certificate. PLUS, if you remain an active Associate in good standing through 22 July, you could receive an additional
£740/€813.

HOT TIP: For Associates that have not yet reached Executive status, personally enrolled team members who were Consultants
but are not currently Paid-As Consultant count toward your Crystal bonus qualifications if you help them regain Paid-As
Consultant status!

EXECUTIVE/CRYSTAL EXECUTIVE AND PLATINUM
Suppose that on 25 March 2019, your Recognition Rank was at least Executive.
To achieve Crystal Manager, you would need to have at least two new Paid-As Consultants at the same time (for one full day or more)
before 28 April 2019. These new Consultants must become Consultants for the first time during the Rapid Crystal Reset. If you help two
personally enrolled team members reach Paid-As Consultant for the first time, you would earn a £185/€203. PLUS, if you remain an active
Associate in good standing through 22 July, you could receive an additional £185/€203.
To achieve Crystal Director, you would need to have a total of six new Paid-As Consultants at the same time (for one full day or more)
before 2 June 2019. These new Consultants must become Consultants for the first time during the Rapid Crystal Reset. If you help six
personally enrolled team members reach Paid-As Consultant for the first time, you would earn a £555/€609. PLUS, if you remain an
active Associate in good standing through 22 July, you could receive an additional £555/€609.
To achieve Crystal Executive, you would need to have a total of ten new Paid-As Consultants at the same time (for one full day or more)
before 7 July 2019. These new Consultants must become Consultants for the first time during the Rapid Crystal Reset. If you help ten
personally enrolled team members reach Paid-As Consultant for the first time, you would earn a £740/€813. PLUS, if you remain an
active Associate in good standing through 22 July, you could receive an additional £740/€813.

All Platinum business centers participate independently within the Rapid Crystal Reset, and qualification is based
on the Recognition Rank for each individual business center as of 25 March 2019.

United Kingdom / Ireland / The Netherlands / Belgium / Spain

FAQS
What is my Recognition Rank?
Your Recognition Rank is the highest rank you’ve ever achieved with your Isagenix business. You can see your Recognition Rank on
the left-side panel on the home page of your Back Office.

Where can I view how many personally enrolled Paid-As Consultants I currently have?
The Rapid Crystal Reset report in the ABO shows how many Paid-As Consultants you currently have in your 1PET.

What is my 1PET?
The 1PET is the first level of your Personally Enrolled team. Personally Enrolled means you help someone open a membership
account with Isagenix – as a Customer or Associate, they are considered your Personally Enrolled Member and they are assigned
a place on your Team Placement Tree – on either your Left Sales Team or your Right Sales Team.

How do the “Now” and “Later” bonuses work?
The Rapid Crystal Reset bonus is divided into two payouts: a “now” bonus upon completion and a “later” bonus paid after the end
of this promotion. If you meet the requirements to earn a “now” bonus, you would receive your “now” bonus payout the week after
you’ve successfully done so.
To earn your “later” bonus you need to remain an active Associate in good standing through 22 July. On 22 July, you will receive
a “later” bonus payout that is equal to the total of your “now” bonus payouts throughout this promotion!
Both “now” bonus payouts and “later” bonus payouts will appear on your commission statement as “Rapid Crystal Reset Bonus.”

Is there a way to verify that I qualify for a “Later” bonus?
Absolutely! To verify that you have a matching “later” bonus headed your way in July, check to see a note for “Crystal Reset” under
the “Other Commissions” section of your Commissions statement.

I have personally enrolled team members who were Consultants but went inactive. If I help reactivate them and
they reach Consultant again, will they count toward my next Crystal Reset award?
If your Recognition Rank is Executive/Crystal Executive or Platinum, they will not count.
For other Recognition Ranks as of 25 March: Yes, as long as they have joined and remain Active in your organisation.

On 25 March 2019 my Recognition Rank was Director. If I advance to Crystal Executive during the reset period,
am I eligible to start again and earn all of the Manager, Director, and Executive bonuses?
No, you are only eligible to achieve Crystal Executive.
To earn the Crystal Executive bonus do I need to have five Active Consultants on each side? Yes, in order to be Paid-As Executive
and earn the Crystal Executive reset bonus you must have five Active Consultants on your left and on your right.

On 25 March 2019 my Recognition (highest achieved) rank was Executive. Do I have to have five new Consultants
on each side to achieve Crystal Executive?
No, you can place your Consultants anywhere. As long as you reach 10 new Consultants before 7 July 2019, you can achieve Crystal
Executive. You still need to have five Active Consultants on each side in order to be Paid-As Executive.

Do I need to maintain a paid-as rank in order to earn the Crystal Reset bonuses?
Yes. Once you develop the required number of Consultants, you must achieve the paid-as rank of Consultant or higher for at least
one day.
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Isagenix reserves the right in its sole discretion to deny volume or compensation for any activities it deems to be manipulative or contrary to the Isagenix policies and
procedures and to audit, adjust, or deny any volume, compensation, recognition, or other incentives awarded during or as a result of this promotion to ensure the spirit of
the promotion is achieved. Qualifications and rules are subject to change by Isagenix at any time without prior notice. All “now” bonuses earned through this promotion will
be paid out one week in arrears. All “later” bonuses earned through this promotion will be paid out on 22 July 2019. All dates begin at 12:00 a.m. ET (New York Time) and end
at 11:59 p.m. ET (New York Time). Qualifying Associates must be active and in good standing with Isagenix as of 22 July 2019, to be paid the “later” bonus. Associates who are
not active and in good standing as of that date forfeit and waive all rights, incentives, and payments under this promotion. Available to active Associates in the UK, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Belgium and Spain. Additional rules and obligations may apply.
The ability to earn income under the Isagenix Compensation Plan and this promotion depends on many factors including an individual Associate’s business, social, and sales
skills; personal ambition and activity; availability of time and financial resources; and access to a large network of family, friends, and business contacts. Isagenix cannot and
does not guarantee any particular level of earnings or success in the Compensation Plan or promotions such as this. Even Associates who dedicate a significant amount of
time, effort, and personal funds may not achieve a meaningful level of success. For average earnings, refer to IsagenixEarnings.com.
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